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For a list of supplies used on projects on the front cover and throughout this mini, contact your 
demonstrator or visit www.stampinup.com/our products/2010-2011 catalogs.

Page numbers refer to this 
mini catalog unless otherwise 
noted. The abbreviation IB&C 
refers to the 2010–2011 Idea 

Book & Catalog. Contact 
your demonstrator to place 
an order. Any exchanges of 

catalog items must be made 
within 90 days of the shipping 
date. Exchanges of My Digital 
Studio printed products must 
be made within 30 days of the 

shipping date.

spanish sets

french sets

As I browse through the pages of this mini, I don’t know where to 
begin—I’m thrilled with almost everything! The holidays are a fun 
time of year anyway, and the products in this mini just make me 
more excited to start celebrating! 

It starts with Halloween products, from sets and Designer Series 
paper to designer jewels and lace trim. Then we move into 
products with an autumn flavor—changing leaves, crisp air, the 
focus on gratitude and thanksgiving. 

And then we have Christmas, my favorite holiday of all, for so 
many reasons! 

I’m also excited about the diversity of products. First and foremost, 
we have a fabulous selection of stamps; as always our illustrators 
have created wonderful images to choose from!

And oh my goodness—we’ve got fabric! You’ve requested it for 
years, and we’re excited to finally offer it. We have two different 
styles, and although we’re presenting them as holiday patterns,  
I can promise you I’ll be using Deck the Halls all year long! And 
the coordinating Designer Series paper? Love it! 

And then? Look at the glass glitter and tinsel trim and Simply 
Adorned baubles. . . be still my heart! Check out the Design-a-
House—wouldn’t that make a fun project for a girls’ night out! 
And this is the first time you’ve seen the Letterpress Plates . . . 
everyone is definitely going to love those! And these things are just 
the tip of the iceberg; I simply can’t call out everything! 

Suffice it to say that the coming months are going to be fantastic! 
Happy Holidays!

Shelli Gardner 
Cofounder and CEO

shelli’s signature  
collection®
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up to

amazing opportunities

Contact your demonstrator to learn more or to purchase your Starter Kit—
which is packed full of a variety of products to get you started.

Becoming a demonstrator lets you set your own work schedule, 
earn extra income, and be part of something that empowers you and others! 

It’s fun; anyone can do it—let us show you how!

  level 1 hostess products    level 2 hostess products    level 3 hostess products
Shipping & handling is not charged on free sets and free products.
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boost your income with flexibility and fun!

earn free products sharing what you love!

If now isn’t the right time for you to become a demonstrator—host a workshop! 
Hosting means free products, time with friends, and the expertise of a demonstrator—

plus, you can earn exclusive hostess sets only available in this mini (p. 4–5)! Find 
additional hostess options in the Idea Book & Catalog (p. 10–16).

*you start earning free products with a workshop 
of $150 in sales, not including tax & shipping.

See the complete hostess chart on p. 9 in the Idea Book & Catalog.

$150.00-
$199.99

$200.00-
$249.99

$250.00- 
$299.99

$300.00-
$349.99

$350.00-
$399.99

$400.00-
$449.99

$450.00-
$499.99

$500.00-
$549.99

$550.00-
$599.99

$15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $35.00 $40.00 $45.00 $50.00 $60.00 $65.00



Northern Hearts  (level 1)

SET OF 120833 Northern Frost Decorative Strip
5 121145 page 38

*not including tax & shipping.4 © 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Choose this delicate Northern 
Hearts set (only available in 

this mini) as your free hostess 
product choice by hosting a 
workshop of at least $150* 

before January 3, 2011.
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(level 2)  Peaceful Season

     Estación de Paz  121739    121729 120819    SET OF

 Paix sur la Terre  121754    121719 121124    6

Choose this elegant Peaceful 
Season set (only available in 

this mini) as your free hostess 
product choice by hosting a 
workshop of at least $300* 

before January 3, 2011.



See how we’ve used the Spider Web Textured Impressions™ embossing 
folder to create scary napkins in the photo above. We also used it with our 

new waffle paper (p. 8) on the Happy Hallo-Scream card (p. 10).

 

   

1800s London 
halloween 

suite

haunting detailed designs
paper and accents
décor, treats, invitations
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Textured Impressions Embossing Folder
emboss a detailed, scary spider web on card stock or designer series 
paper. folder sized to create embossed image for the front of a standard 
card. use with standard cutting pads and multipurpose platform (sold with 
the Big shot™ machine). folder measures 4-1/2" x 5-3/4".

120889 spider web $7.95
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*complete wheel art shown in our online store.

Dark & Dreary

120837  $19.95    SET OF

121151  $14.95    5

Midnight Musings*

  (jumbo)  120863  $8.50    



   

   

 
 

4 sheets: 2 sheets ea. of 2 designs. 6" x 6".
pink text appears white on actual product

early
espresso

Basic
Black
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Rub-Ons
frightfully fun rub-ons with a metallic finish to 
complement all your halloween projects! multiple 
images in these rub-ons make them the perfect 
choice for halloween treats! 

120989 spooky night $7.95
Basic Black, silver,
pear pizzazz, whisper white

Waffle Paper
waffle textured paper ideal for adding dimension to 
your projects. super thin, but thick enough to mold 
and shape. great for making ruffled accents. includes 
two rolls, ea. 8" wide, approx. 5 yards each roll.

120985 waffle paper (assortment 2) $9.95
early espresso, Basic Black

Décor Elements
décor elements® vinyl images in a variety of creepy 
shapes and phrases ideal for halloween décor or 
accents for your other creations!  

black dark
gray  

120909 122296 spooky things 
(set of 10)

$14.95

crow: 7" x 7-1/4"

1/2" Lace Trim
gorgeous lace ideal alone or as an overlay on ribbon. 
100% nylon. 1/2" wide, approx. 10 yards. 

120988 raven $5.95

Designer Jewels
Black adhesive-backed connected rhinestones in a 
sophisticated flourish and two individual strips. use 
entire flourish design or smaller portions. includes  
1 sheet with rhinestones in three sizes: 3 mm, 4 mm, 
and 5 mm. sheet approx. dimension: 6" x 4". 

120987 Black flourish $4.95



        

paper patterns shown at 25%
spook paper shown at 10%
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Designer Series Paper
this paper is reminiscent of old-time halloween with haunting imagery, eerie  
poetry, and spooky colors. coordinates with 1800s london halloween suite (p. 6–9). 
works great as a background for any halloween project. 12 sheets total: 2 ea. of  
6 double-sided designs. acid and lignin free. 12" x 12". 

123012 nite owl $9.95
pear pizzazz, tangerine tango, Basic Black, Basic gray



stampin’ up! exclusive             cut           score                              

Our waffle paper  
(p. 8) and the Spider Web  

Textured Impressions 
embossing folder  

(p. 6) make a perfect 
embossed background 

for this cute card.
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Bigz™ L Die
create your own sweet treats with this die. ideal 
for treats, table decorations, and more! use with 
standard or extended cutting pads (IB&C 204). 
for best results, use with standard premium or 
extended premium crease pads (IB&C 205). die 
measures 6" x 8-3/4". folded box measures approx. 
2" x 1-3/8" x 1-3/8" (not including the ends). 

120890 candy wrapper $32.95

Fang-tastic
SET OF 120853  $24.95
10 121178  $17.95



outlined image has a coordinating punch, which is sold separately 
*complete wheel art shown in our online store. 11© 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Paisley Party*

120875  $6.50    

Paisley Prints

Full Heart Punch 120817  $16.95    SET OF

ib&c 202 121121  $12.95    5
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fall tapestry 
suite

textured, organic designs 
paper and album 
décor, cards & scrapbooking

Day of Gratitude
SET OF 120835  $26.95
7 121148  $18.95



        

paper pattern swatches shown at 25%. 13© 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Specialty Designer Series Paper
Bold designs and colors make this specialty paper ideal for your fall 
projects and décor. textured, heavy-weight card stock. 12 sheets total:  
2 each of 6 double-sided designs. 12" x 12". acid and lignin free.

120808 autumn spice $11.95
cajun craze, old olive, 
more mustard, early espresso

Mini Lunch Sacks
embellish these adorable sacks with stamped images, 
designer series paper, ribbon, or décor stencils 
(as shown on p. 22). then, fill with goodies for gifts. 
scalloped top edge coordinates with our scallop edge 
border punch (IB&C 200). includes 10 per pkg. each 
approx. dimensions: 3-1/2" x 2-1/4" x 6-5/8".

121031 mini lunch sacks $4.95

Day of Gratitude
SET OF 120835  $26.95
7 121148  $18.95

Designer Printed Album
a unique textile design is just the right cover for this
newly sized 8" x 8" album. covered with coated,
heavy-weight paper. includes 10 polypropylene page
protectors. add more memories to your album with
our new 8" x 8" page protectors. 

120885 autumn spice $14.95

122124 8" x 8" page protectors (20) $7.95
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French Foliage
SET OF 120845  $19.95
6 121166  $14.95



We wish you a 
Merry Christmas,

we wish you a 
Merry Christmas ...*

*instrumental only 15© 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Stampin’ Sound Cards
add a new dimension to your card making—sound! choose from 
prerecorded and recordable options. prerecorded card plays 
instrumental “we wish you a merry christmas” and lets you play the  
song whenever you’d like. recordable card lets you record a message 
up to 10 seconds and includes play, record, and lock features to ensure 
message is set. cover with card stock or designer series paper and 
embellish for a personal flair! cards measure 4-1/4" x 5-1/2" and fit in  
our padded envelopes (IB&C 170). 

121009 recordable (white) $5.95

121007 we wish you a merry christmas (white) $5.95

Seasonal Sentiments

120821  $15.95    SET OF

121130  $11.95    4



faBric pattern swatches shown at 50% of actual size.

deck the halls candy cane christmas

introducing new 
designer fabric
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Designer Fabric
enjoy the fabulous designs of these cotton fabric assortments. each includes three coordinated designs in an  
extra-wide fat quarter size. deck the halls assortment coordinates with the vintage christmas suite (p. 18–21).  
candy cane christmas assortment coordinates with the candy cane christmas suite (p. 32–37). 100% cotton.  
each fat quarter piece measures approx. 28" x 18". each assortment includes instruction booklet highlighting five 
projects you can create using the fabric. 

121716 deck the halls $9.95
cherry cobbler, soft suede, very vanilla, always artichoke, crumb cake

121715 candy cane christmas $9.95
garden green, Baja Breeze, Blushing Bride, real red

Stampin’ Up!® introduces a 
new Designer Fabric line that 

combines our exclusive designs 
and colors in high-quality 

fabric—making coordination 
with our other products a 

cinch! Ideal choices for your 
traditional paper crafting and 

other fabric crafting.



      

        

Each Designer Fabric assortment 
includes an instruction booklet to help 
you create this floral embellishment, 

plus four other fabulous projects (shown 
on p. 16 and the front cover).

stampin’ up! exclusive             cut                                        17© 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Big Designer Buttons
our high-quality, custom-colored buttons are now available in a new style and larger 
size! each assortment coordinates with our new fabric (p. 16) and designer series paper 
(p. 18, 33). 48 total pieces: 4 ea. of 3 designs in 4 colors. four-hole: 1" diam.; two-hole: 
3/4". shown at 25%.

121002 deck the halls (48) $8.95
cherry cobbler, very vanilla, 
always artichoke, crumb cake

121718 candy cane (48) $8.95
garden green, Baja Breeze, 
Blushing Bride, real red

Big Shot Fabric Adhesive Roll
the perfect complement to our new fabric. simply iron the adhesive onto your fabric, 
die cut the fabric using the Big shot and your favorite die, peel the transfer sheet off, 
then iron fabric die cut onto your project. so easy! machine washable. includes 1 roll. 
11-1/2" x 72".

122194 fabric adhesive roll $14.95

Big Shot Multipurpose Adhesive Sheets
add adhesive to any die cut using the Big shot and these sheets! simply apply your 
base material, like card stock or designer series paper, to the adhesive sheet, run 
through the Big shot, then peel off the backing paper and adhere. adheres in an instant 
with no lifting edges! not washable. 12 adhesive sheets. 12" x 12".

120805 multipurpose adhesive sheets (12) $14.95

Bigz XL Die
enjoy this variety of trim and border shapes for 
accenting your fabric and other paper crafting 
projects. die designed for a variety of materials such 
as fabric, paper, card stock, and more! die measures 
6" x 13-3/4". use with Big shot and extended cutting 
pads (sold separately).

120893 tasteful trim $42.95

Bigz Die
create the perfect scallop shape for your next fabric crafting project using this die. 
shapes layer ideally with the scallop square Bigz clear die (IB&C 207). great for cutting 
paper, card stock, and more. die measures 5-1/2" x 6". large square measures 3" x 3"; 
small square measures 1-11/16" x 1-11/16". use with Big shot and standard cutting pads 
(sold together).

120903 scallop squares duo $21.95



      

    

vintage Christmas 
suite

nostalgic, traditional designs
paper, glitter, ribbon 
holiday cards, décor & more!

paper pattern swatches shown at 25%.18 © 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Designer Series Paper
vintage berries, poinsettias, and other traditional holiday patterns fill this paper, 
making it essential for this season’s papercrafting. make sure to get an extra pack  
to scrapbook your holiday memories! 12 total sheets: 2 each of 6 double-sided 
designs. 12" x 12".

120810 deck the halls $9.95
cherry cobbler, soft suede, very vanilla,  
early espresso, always artichoke, crumb cake
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Belle

121430  $6.50    

Bells & Boughs

 Tradiciones Navideñas  121742    121731 120831  $19.95    SET OF

121142  $14.95    4

Extra-Large Punch
making ornaments for your holiday décor has never been simpler with this  
extra-large 2-1/2" circle punch. coordinates with circle image in the tags til 
christmas set (p. 24). try layering with other circle punch images (IB&C 202).

120906 2-1/2" circle $16.95



20

Christmas Collage
SET OF

121279  $17.951



  

 
 

  

silverchampagne silver gold
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1/2" Seam Binding
this soft and flowing seam binding ribbon in 
three colors adds a stunning complement to your 
handmade crafts—whether for the holidays or any 
time of the year. expertly dyed to coordinate with our 
exclusive colors. 1/2" wide, approx. 10 yards.

120999 very vanilla $6.95

120992 cherry cobbler $6.95

121000 always artichoke $6.95

Glass Glitter
this unique vintage-looking glitter has amazing 
sparkle and shine! over time, the finish will slightly 
tarnish, giving an aged, authentic feel to your projects. 
approx. 1 oz.

120997 champagne $3.95

120995 silver $3.95

Tinsel Trim
shiny tinsel just right for paper crafting, but sturdy 
enough to use for ornaments and project handles. 
clear tinsel (approx. 1") coordinates with our candy 
cane christmas suite (p. 32). silver tinsel (approx. 
5/8") contains wire and coordinates with our vintage 
christmas suite (p. 18). approx. 10 yards.

120993 clear $7.95

120994 silver $7.95

Waffle Paper
waffle textured paper ideal for adding dimension to 
your projects. super thin, but thick enough to mold 
and shape. great for making ruffled accents. includes 
two rolls, ea. 8" wide, approx. 5 yards each roll.

120984 waffle paper (assortment 1) $9.95
metallic silver, metallic gold



sack aBove is one of our mini lunch sacks (p. 13).22 © 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Bright Christmas
SET OF 121678  $13.95  121727    121766  Chantons Noël3 121318  $10.95

Décor Stencils 
classic and elegant flourish stencil designs for all 
your one-of-a-kind projects! use with your favorite 
stampin’ up! ink color to give it a personal touch. 
ornate flourish corner: 8-1/4" x 8-1/4".

120910 vintage frames $14.95



Designs in the Deck the Halls Designer 
Series paper (p. 18) will inspire you for 

the entire holiday season!
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Angelic Joy

     Alegria Angelical  121751    121737 120849  $16.95    SET OF

 Ange messager  121763    121725 121172  $12.95    4

2010–2011 Idea Book & Catalog
the idea Book & catalog offers more than 200 pages of stampin’ up! stamp 
sets, accessories, and crafting tools—all at your fingertips. and with hundreds 
of full-color projects, the idea Book & catalog is packed with inspiration you 
can use again and again!

122202 2010–2011 Idea Book & Catalog $9.95



outlined image has a coordinating punch, which is sold separately 24 © 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Tags til Christmas
SET OF 120847  $30.95  121735    121748  Mensajes Navideños Punches
9 121169  $22.95  121723    121760  En attendant Noël page 25; ib&c 200, 202



To create this unique thread, dye 
one strip of thread using Classic ink 

refills, then twist with another strip of 
uninked thread—so stunning, so easy!

*complete wheel art shown in our online store. 25© 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Jolly Jingles*

  (jumbo)  120864  $8.50    

Medium Punch
enjoy this new oval punch just right for creating accents for your next  
project. coordinates with the holly and berries image in the tags til 
christmas set (p. 24).  

120908 3/4" x 15/16" oval $10.95

Extra-Large Punch
use our new decorative label punch to create holiday tags for  
cards and gifts in an instant! coordinates with images in the tags til 
christmas set (p. 24).

120907 decorative label $16.95
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Jolly Old Saint Nick
SET OF 121711  $24.95
6 121321  $17.95

Textured Impressions Embossing Folder
this Big shot folder creates a flurry of delicate 
snowflakes that will dance across your card stock. 
coordinates with northern hearts set (p. 4). use with 
the standard cutting pads and multipurpose platform 
(IB&C 205). folder measures 4-1/2" x 5-3/4". (we used 
this folder as the background on the card shown right).

120902 northern flurry $7.95



We made our Vintage Wallpaper 
Textured Impressions embossing folder 
image pop from the paper using a 
sponge dauber and Classic ink. 
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Fireside Christmas

120827  $16.95    SET OF

121136  $12.95    4
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Jolly Bingo Bits
SET OF 120857  $37.95
24 121187  $26.95
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Bingo Card

120851  $17.95    
SET OF

1
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Rejoicing in Christmas
SET OF 120829  $17.95
4 121139  $13.95



simply adorned

stunning, elegant pieces
charms, chains, bracelet
baubles for some bling! 
jewelry, 3-D projects, décor

31© 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Simply Adorned Baubles
add these beautiful baubles to our bracelet, charms, 
and chains for a bit of sparkle and personality. add 
to cards or other projects for a touch of bling! ideal 
enhancement to our simply adorned™ line. Baubles 
feature a lobster clasp.

121011 Black crystal 5/8" $3.95

121012 clear crystal 5/8" $3.95

121013 pink crystal 5/8" $3.95

121014 vanilla pearl 1/2" $3.95

See our complete line of Simply Adorned charms, chains, and bracelet 
in our Idea Book & Catalog (p. 189) or in our Online Store.
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candy cane  
Christmas 

suite

sweet, playful designs
décor items, brads, rub-ons 
for any holiday craft

A Cute Christmas
SET OF 120825  $25.95
9 121133  $18.95



        

glitter design

Find the coordinating Letterpress Plate perfect to use for  
all your Candy Cane Christmas projects on p. 42.

paper pattern swatches shown at 25%.
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Specialty Designer Series Paper
let your holiday projects shine with the playful, glittery designs of  
this specialty paper. patterns coordinate with our candy cane christmas 
fabric assortment (p. 16) and our candy countdown calendar kit (p. 34); 
think of the project possibilities! 12 sheets total: 2 ea. of 2 double-sided 
designs with red glitter on one side; 2 ea. of 4 double-sided designs 
without glitter.

120809 candy cane christmas $11.95
garden green, Baja Breeze,  
Blushing Bride, real red

A Cute Christmas
SET OF 120825  $25.95
9 121133  $18.95

Designer Printed Album
capture precious holiday memories inside this fun  
8" x 8" post album—a new size for our album line! 
covered with printed paper that coordinates 
beautifully with all the products in the candy cane 
christmas suite. includes 10 polypropylene page 
protectors. add more memories to your album with 
our new 8" x 8" page protectors. 

120886 polka dot palette $14.95

122124 8" x 8" page protectors (20) $7.95



        

5 yards twine rope

25 each: real red die-cut Boxes 
(see size in description aBove), 

12" riBBon strips,  
and clothespins

1 sheet ea.  
8-1/2" x 11" die-cut designs (shown at 13%)

34 © 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Candy Countdown Calendar Kit
you and the kids will enjoy this fun countdown advent calendar! perfect décor 
item for the holidays. simply fill each box with your favorite goodies, trinkets,  
or holiday treasures and clip them in order along the twine rope to keep 
everyone in the house excited for the countdown. includes 25 fast-fold boxes, 
printed die-cuts, and enough ribbon and clothespins to clip the boxes to the 
rope—so easy to put together! Boxes also make cute ornaments or favors.  
Box approx. 1-1/2" x 1-7/8" x 3-1/2", widening to 2-1/8" x 2-5/8" at top. adhesive 
not included. 

120926 candy countdown calendar kit $19.95
garden green, Baja Breeze,  
Blushing Bride, real red
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Our three new builder 
wheels with cute images 
and a greeting are the 
perfect choice to decorate 
this holiday card.

Little Ornaments

  (builder)  120867  $4.50    

Little Christmas

  (builder)  120866  $4.50    

Little Cardinals

  (builder)  120865  $4.50    



      

  

      

  

      

  

     

   

     

   

1/4" grosgrain 5/8" satin 1/8" taffeta shown actual size in Brights

4 sheets total, 2 ea. of 2 designs. 6" x 6”.
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Rub-Ons
candy cane christmas rub-ons coordinate beautifully 
with our card stock and designer series paper. great 
for quickly creating holiday gift tags.

120990 candy cane $7.95
real red, garden green, Blushing Bride, 
whisper white, Baja Breeze

Glimmer Brads
make your holiday projects sparkle and dazzle with our 
new glimmer brads. Brads coordinate beautifully with 
several colors in our four color collections. Brad size: 
approx 3/8". includes 40 brads, 8 ea. in 5 colors. 

121003 glimmer Basics (40) $4.95
Basic Black, Basic gray, champagne, 
silver, gold

121006 glimmer Brights (40) $4.95
real red, rich razzleberry, pumpkin 
pie, tempting turquoise, old olive

121004 glimmer subtles (40) $4.95
so saffron, perfect plum, wild wasabi, 
rose red, marina mist

121005 glimmer in color (40) $4.95
poppy parade, pear pizzazz, peach  
parfait, concord crush, Blushing Bride

Décor Elements
décor elements vinyl images in a variety of cute 
christmas shapes! a must-have for your holiday creations 
and décor.

old
olive

real
red  

122297 120912 candy cane christmas 
(set of 10)

$14.95

christmas tree: 7-7/8" x 4-3/4"

Christmas Ribbon
three of our real red ribbons for all of your holiday 
crafting! lengths are approximate.

109034 1/4" grosgrain (15 yds.) $4.95
real red

117286 5/8" satin (15 yds.) $8.95
real red

119251 1/8" taffeta (10 yds.) $5.95
real red
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Our Design-a-House is so versatile! From Christmas village to 
gingerbread house, haunted mansion, or Build-A-Bear Workshop® 

playhouse, these cute houses will delight you all year round!

Décor Accents
decorate these houses to suit any season or style. included template will help  
you embellish as much or as little as you like with designer series paper, ribbon, and 
more. finished house size approx.: 6-1/4" x 6" x 5". 

120911 design-a-house (white) $5.95
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Decorative Strip
create a frosty scene from card stock or designer 
series paper with the eight unique snowflakes in this 
Big shot die. use with decorative strip cutting pads 
and decorative strip spacer platform (IB&C 205). die 
measures 2-3/8" x 12-5/8".

120901 northern frost $21.95

My Digital Studio
the right choice for you to create an assortment of printed and multimedia projects or as a gift for a crafting friend. 
this software lets you create cards, scrapbooks, anything! whether you choose the professionally designed card 
or photo layout templates or you simply design your own, you’ll find everything you need. features stampin’ up!’s 
exclusive artwork and colors and includes hundreds of templates, images, photo layouts, and more. try adding 
traditional embellishments to create multidimensional hybrid projects. print your projects at home or use our 
professional print service for color coordination. add artwork to your software with periodic digital downloads.  
talk to your demonstrator for more information.

118108 my digital studio™ $79.95

Expand your creative tools with My Digital 
Studio™ downloads available for purchase at 
www.stampinup.com. Downloads coordinate 

beautifully with our other products—
including products in this mini!

pc and mac compatiBle. you must have a dvd-rom drive to install. visit www.stampinup.com/mydigitalstudio  
for a complete list of system requirements Before purchasing this product.
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Merry Crittermas

120855  $23.95    SET OF

121181  $17.95    9
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© Build-a-Bear workshop40

Season of Hugs
SET OF

120823  $25.9515

The Season of Hugs set is a  
new addition to our  

Build-A-Bear Workshop line. 
See the complete line in our 

Idea Book & Catalog (p. 216).



à la carteWe used our Sweet Treat cups and 
1-3/4" Circle punch (IB&C 170, 202) 

to create our cute snow globe.

41© 1990–2010 stampin’ up! 

Midnight Raven

116529  $7.95
SET OF

1

Christmas Postcard

121428  $9.95    
SET OF

1

Choose one of these individual 
à la carte stamps—each for 
under $10. They’re an easy 

way to get started with holiday 
creativity! Find other à la carte 

stamps in the Idea Book & 
Catalog (p. 18–20).

Sweet Snowglobe

Sweet Treat Cups 120868  $8.95    
SET OF

ib&c 170 1



trick or treat
8" x 5-7/8" x 1/4"

coordinates with 1800s 
london halloween suite (p. 6)

lots of love
8" x 5-7/8" x 1/4"

coordinates with filled 
with love set (p. 43)

joyful season
8" x 3" x 1/4"

coordinates with candy cane 
christmas suite (p. 32)

northern trim
8" x 3" x 1/4"

coordinates with northern 
hearts set (p. 4)

letterpress:  
a new crafting 

option

  2    3    1  
Run your “sandwich” 
through the Big Shot 

machine (IB&C 204). Enjoy 
your letterpress look!
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Letterpress Plates
versatile letterpress plates let you add an inked debossed look 
to a variety of cards, invitations, pages, and décor. use with Big 
shot machine, multipurpose platform, standard cutting pads, and 
craft stampin’ ink®. instructions for use included with each plate.

120980 trick or treat $7.95

120983 lots of love $7.95

120981 joyful season $5.95

120982 northern trim $5.95

Uninked Craft Stampin’ Pad
this uninked pad is ready to fill with your  
own craft ink refill (IB&C 166–169). designed 
to ink letterpress plates alone or with a  
brayer, or if you want to fill a craft pad with  
the color of your choice. pad measures 
approx. 4-1/2" x 3-1/2". 

122265 uninked craft  
stampin’ pad®

$4.95

Our new Letterpress Plates let 
you create an inked debossed 

impression reminiscent of 
an old-world letterpress. 

Sophistication, dimension, and 
color all in one!

Ink Letterpress Plate using Craft 
Spots (IB&C 166–169) or 

Uninked Craft pad (shown above—
filled with your color choice). Apply 

ink directly on plate using pad or 
ink and a brayer (IB&C 195). Tip: 
To ink multiple colors, use Spots to 

reach areas more easily. 

Layer your Letterpress Plate 
with card stock of your choice 

using multipurpose platform and 
standard cutting pad (IB&C 204). 
Tip: More porous paper, like our 

watercolor paper (IB&C 170), 
creates a deeper impression.
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Filled with Love

Punches Lieno de Amor  121745    121733 120839  $22.95    SET OF

ib&c 202  Plein d’amour  121757    121721 121154  $16.95    9
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September 1, 2010–January 3, 2011

UniTED STATES

Contact your demonstrator  
for more information or visit  

www.stampinup.com.

1-800-STAMP UP

We’ve made it easy for you to 
update your color collections! 
Simply choose any of our New 

Color kits available for purchase 
at www.stampinup.com.


